HEALTHCARE BILLING FUNCTION
One of the primary functions of healthcare facilities is the billing process. MaxGold7
accommodates this process and offers several billing options. Depending on your
region where your clinic is located some billings may or may not apply. The major billing
types are;
•
•
•
•

Healthcare billings
Private / 3rd Party billings
WCB (Worker’s Compensation Board) billings
MPIC (Automobile Insurance) billings

This section will focus on healthcare billings. These are billings that are unique to
Canada. They are billings that are submitted to your provincial healthcare department.
These billings are entered into our MaxGold7 program, submitted via electronic transfer
and ultimately processed once payment is made. They are subject to various rules
depending on the region. MaxGold7 accommodates for the billing rules and simplifies
the process.
While the billing function is quite straightforward, there are several important items that
significantly impact how the healthcare billings will operate. These include;
•

Setup of the Clinic, Configuration options, Provider setup and options, and Billing
codes

These areas are also covered in their own section of the manual, but we will discuss
them here, focusing on the billing impact issues.
Setup of the Clinic:
The setup of the clinic is critical to electronic healthcare billing. The clinic setup (also
called company setup) is done through the main menu by accessing FILES ->

COMPANY:

This is where you setup your clinic information including your electronic clinic billing
number, clinic name, abbreviated name, batch number and last claim number. Your
electronic clinic billing number and abbreviated name are assigned by your
healthcare department (ie; Manitoba Health).

The following screen shot displays the clinic (company) setup form and highlights the
fields significant to healthcare billings:

Configuration Options:
Configuration options also impact healthcare billings, along with other billings. For a
thorough review of all configuration options, please refer to the section in the manual
on configuration options. This section is accessed through the main menu by accessing

FILES -> CONFIGURATION (note, that this section requires the master password to

access):
The configuration options that affect healthcare billings includes sections on where your
healthcare billing files are stored on your computer, as well as other pertinent
information related to healthcare billings.

The options highlighted above impact on healthcare billings. Depending on your region
(province) the date format plays a role. For example, Manitoba uses the DD-MM-YYYY
format for billings and as such your date format should be selected to match the
provincial healthcare format.

You need to make sure that the ALLOW FOR HC BILLING option is selected if you are
doing electronic healthcare billings and for Manitoba, the ENABLE FEE DIFFERENTIAL
option must also be selected.
The MULTI COMPANY option is only selected if your clinic has multiple electronic billing
numbers. Normally most clinics with multiple providers use just one electronic billing
number. The billings are sorted by provider, but when creating an electronic billing file,
all providers are sent together in one file. They are still paid separately though. If using
multiple electronic billing numbers, then each provider is creating and managing their
own billing files.
The last item affecting healthcare billings is where your healthcare billing files and return
files (files sent back by the healthcare department indicating what’s been paid and
what has not been paid and why) are actually stored. MaxGold7 saves and stores all of
your billings. In order to more readily manage these files, which can grow over time, we
normally advise clients to store them in a separate directory. Transmission files (your
billing files) and return files can be stored in the same directory or in separate
directories. We also encourage clients to indicate a backup directory to indicate where
MaxGold7 is to store backup files created using our own internal backup directory. If no
directory is indicated, backup files are stored on your drive C:\ which can then
become quite cluttered. Note that we recommend backing up your files prior to
creating a billing file.

Setup of the Provider (User):
Provider set up options will definitely affect healthcare billings in a number of ways.
Prior to using healthcare billings, it is critical to set up the Providers properly in order for
healthcare billings to work correctly. In most regions there are many rules affecting
billings. Amounts paid for certain billing codes vary depending on the specialty of a
provider. For example, a General Practitioner may be bill at a different rate than a
General Surgeon for the same billing code. Some billing codes are specific to certain
specialties while other specialties have unique billing rules particular to them.
The Provider set up is accessed through the main menu by accessing FILES -> USERS:

This section affects many of the features and sections within the MaxGold7 program.
We will focus on just the healthcare billing options. For a complete review of USER setup,
please refer to the USER setup section of the manual:

Skill Code: The skill code is also called the specialty code. This code is assigned to each
healthcare provider by their regional healthcare department, and is based on a
provider’s licensed profession. The code affects your billings and billing rates.
User No.: The user number is a unique number assigned by your regional healthcare
department and is used on electronic billings in order to indentify the provider.
MaxGold7 offers three (3) fields. The User Number and Provider Number identify the
provider. You can also enter a PAY TO provider number. This is used if the provider is
working under another provider on a salary or percentage charged fee basis.
Company No.: The company number is the number that you would have set up under
the COMPANY SET UP section and identifies your clinic.
Fee Multiplier Fields: The fee multiplier fields are used in cases where providers are paid
a premium based on their clinic location. Some regions (ie; Manitoba) pay a premium
based on your clinic location (ie; %5 premium for rural based clinics).
The next part will cover Billing Defaults as set up in the User section.

User Defaults:

The user defaults greatly impact the healthcare billings in MaxGold7. Defaults are set
based on what kinds of billings are being done and on the type of provider (specialty
code):

Major Defaults:
Default Hospital: If doing a lot of hospital billings, you set up a default hospital for
healthcare billings. This is of benefit to surgeons, anaesthetists and others doing a lot of
billings in a hospital. There is a lookup table with a list of hospitals along with the
corresponding hospital code.
Default Service Location: For Manitoba Health billings there are three (3) options for
service location, these being; Not Emergency Or Out Patient, Emergency, Out Patient.
The normal default is Not Emergency Or Out Patient.
Default Interpreting Radiologist / Facility: Used for radiology clinic billings. Not
applicable to medical clinics in general.
Default ICD –CM Code: Some specialists are allowed to utilize a default ICD code
(diagnosis) for their billings. In such case, you can indicate the default ICD code. This is
not generally applicable to medical clinics

Default Bill Type: This option affects both the behaviour of the scheduling and billing
function. Depending on the code entered here, the bill type will default to your
selection here on appointments when they are marked as ARRIVED. Note, that you can
also set a bill type default associated to appointment reasons. Appointment reason
defaults override this general default. If your clinic is primarily healthcare billing, set the
default bill type to H. Other defaults are P (private), W (WCB), A (MPIC / Autopac).
Default Attending Doctor: Used for hospital billings.
Incorporated Billing Type: In Manitoba, doctors can incorporate. If this option is
selected, then healthcare billings will default to your corporation. If not selected, then
healthcare billings default to you personally. You can override this default setting in the
actual billing screens. You can also split billings between your corporation and your
personal name.
Update Default User and Referring Practitioner On Arrival: This default will automatically
set the referring doctor as indicated on an appointment and the default provider as
indicated on the appointment in the patient file. This definitely impacts healthcare
billings, especially in regards to the referring practitioner, which is required in healthcare
billings by some doctors.
Use Nicknames on the Billing Screen: The MaxGold healthcare billing system allows you
to assign a nickname to your billings. This often helps the billing process as many
providers and their staff prefer to use nicknames for their regular or common billings.
Focus on Set Date in Tariff: This default will cause the billing form to ask for the billing
date and allows users to fix a date on billings. This option is used primarily with manual
billings. Billings from appointments default to the date of the appointment. Manual
billings default to the current date. When entering numerous billings from previous
dates, it is difficult to keep changing the date. This flag allows you to set a past date
and all manual billings use that date until you change it.
Referring Practitioner in Billing is Defaulted to Submit: This default ensures that the
referring practitioner on the patient’s file will be included on healthcare billing
submissions. This is required information for some types of doctors.
Default Referring Practitioner to Last in Manual Billing: This default will allow you to set
the referring practitioner in manual healthcare billings. Once the first manual billing is
done and a referring practitioner used, then next healthcare billings will default to the
same referring practitioner until you change it.
Blank ICD Code on Manual Billings: Normally our billing system will default the previous
ICD code (diagnosis) used in prior billings. This default will blank the ICD code allowing

users to enter a new code or in some rare cases not submit an ICD code with their
healthcare billings.
Referring Practitioner is Required in Billing: If set the default will require that a referring
practitioner be entered on all healthcare billings.
One Screen Hospital TAB Stop: This default affects the behaviour of your billing form. If
set, then the billing form will always prompt you to enter a hospital code in the one
screen billing form.
One Screen Referring Practitioner TAB Stop: This default affects the behaviour of your
billing form. If set, then the billing form will always prompt you to enter a referring
practitioner in the one screen billing form.
One Screen Billing: MaxGold offers both a one screen simplified billing form and a two
screen form. The one screen form is recommended for most medical practitioners,
optometrists and specialists. The two screen billing form is designed primarily for
anaesthetists.
Billing Location TAB Stop: This default affects the behaviour of your billing form. If set,
then the billing form will always prompt you to enter a billing location in the one screen
billing form.
56-57 Round Up: This default will affect the calculation of the afterhours billing codes (ie;
5555, 5556, 55557). If set then the program will round up to the next 15 minute segment
when calculating the number of units billed for after hours claims.
User Hot Keys:
Users can set up their own hot keys (billing macro’s). This feature allows you to set up to
10 hot keys (using function keys F1 to F10 on your keyboard) that correspond to your
most common billings:

Billing Codes:
Healthcare billings are done by using billing codes as assigned by the regional
healthcare department (ie; Manitoba Health). These codes are regularly updated as to
allowed fee’s or amounts that be billed. The codes are also subject to change with new
codes added and some existing codes deleted. In addition, some codes have distinct
rules of application.
In addition to all of this, MaxGold has added several options that you can customize for
your own use to make the billing process more efficient. To begin with, the billing codes
table can be accessed from the main menu item FILES - BILLING CODES:

You can make several changes to the billing code tables including the amounts being
billed and the custom fields.

The major areas where you can make changes include;
Nickname: You can assign a unique nickname or code to each billing code (tariff). In
our billing system, you can use nicknames to lookup or find billing codes that you
commonly use. This feature works in conjunction with USER default Use Nicknames on
the Billing Screen (see previous section of this manual).

2nd Tariff: Some billing codes have special rules if billing for more than one service (a
second incident of the same code on the same claim). These rules impact how much
can be charged for a 2nd fee of the same code (ie; 50%)
Claim Remarks: Some billing codes require comments or claim remarks to accompany
the billing. You can often set a default remark or comment that will meet this
requirement.

The Billing Process:
There are primarily three ways to do a billing.
MANUAL BILLING:
Finally, you can also simply add Healthcare billings directly off the main menu under
BILLING – HC – BILLING ENTRY – MANUAL.
APPOINTMENT BILLING:
As the name suggests, these billings are initiated and flow from an appointment. That is,
you need to book an appointment and then mark that appointment as arrived before
you can do a healthcare billing. For a thorough discussion on using the scheduler,
booking appointments and marking them as arrived please refer to the How To
Schedule Appointments section. Once marked as arrived you can do a healthcare
billing directly from the main scheduler screen itself, from the day list view off the
scheduler or from the main menu under BILLING – HC – BILLING ENTRY – APPOINTMENTS
TO BE BILLED
BILLING FROM THE EMR (CHARTING SYSTEM):
Another way you can do a healthcare billing is directly off the EMR or Charting System
(Doctor’s visit notes). This approach will work either with a scheduled and arrived
appointment or you can add a chart entry manually from the main menu item CHART –
CHART VIEW and then add a billing with your chart entry .

Manual Billing:
At its most basic, healthcare billings can be accessed and entered directly from our
main menu under the menu option BILLING -> HC -> BILLING ENTRY -> MANUAL:

We refer to this process as manual billings. This would be the typical way in which you
would enter healthcare billings if you were NOT using our scheduling function or our
charting function (SOAP charting and other Paperless Office Solutions). You may also
find yourself using this function even if you do use the scheduling or charting function.
For example, a doctor might schedule appointments at their office, but also perform
surgeries at a hospital or even make rounds at the hospital. So they would likely bill
patients with appointments directly off their scheduler, but also do manual billing on out
of office procedures such as surgeries.
Appointment Billing:
Appointment billings are done off your scheduled appointments. There are a few
different you can access and do appointment billings. However each method requires
that an appointment is marked as arrived:

EMR Billing:
Healthcare billings can also be done from the Charting System (EMR). This type of billing
requires that a chart or visit details be added:

Regardless the form used in the EMR system, the function is the same. Providers can add
a Chart for the patient visit (see EMR manual for a detailed discussion regarding using
the EMR), assign diagnoses (ICD codes) and then access the billing function from within
the EMR form.
For healthcare billings, whether you add a manual billing, an appointment billing or an
EMR billing, you will get to the same billing form. With MaxGold, there are two distinct
billing forms called;
•
•

One screen billing
Two screen billing

As the names would suggest, the forms will eit6her be a one screen billing form or a two
screen billing form. Which form automatically pops up depends on what default is
selected in the USER SETUP defaults. Normally most doctors will use the one screen billing
form. It offers a simpler screen with only the options required to add a billing. The two
screen billing form is primarily used by anaesthetists, however it can be used by all types
of providers. We will cover each billing form separately.

One Screen Billing:

The one screen billing form offers various options. It will behave in large part depending
on the billing defaults (defined earlier in this manual). If you have set up your billing
defaults properly, billings can be done very efficiently.
Assuming that you are a General Practitioner and you are doing scheduler billings the
order or process to bill is;
1. You start with the Billing Location field, defaulted to Not Emergency Nor OutPatient
2. Hit the TAB key on your keyboard -> jumps to the ICD Description field (defaults
to the last diagnosis for the patient if billed previously or is blank. Select the ICD
code using either a keyword description or enter the code if known. Press enter
to get to the Tariff field to enter a bill code

3. If the bill code is defined as a hot key (ie; code 8529 is linked to the F1 hot key)
simply click on the hot key or press the corresponding key on the keyboard. If not
then enter the bill code manually or via lookup.
4. Our program assumes you may wish to enter another billing code so it remains in
the ADD mode. If no additional billing codes are required, click on the CANCEL
button (top right on the screen) and the program switches to the EDIT mode. The
CANCEL button now changes to an EXIT button.
5. If done, simply click on exit to return to the previous screen (scheduler, daylist or
EMT screens
If the billings are done using manual billings, you will get a blank form and you will have
either select an existing patient from the patient table or add a new patient to be
billed. If adding a new patient, they can be added “on-the-fly”. That is, as you enter
their required billing information, the patient is actually added to your patient tables. To
indicate that you intend to add the patient you must enter the patient last name
followed and comma, then the first name also followed by a comma, the entry would
look like this:

BLACK, JOE,

If it’s an existing patient, you can look them up on our table manually, or enter just their
last name or portion of their last name and the program will help you find the matching
patient(s).
Depending on what defaults you have set up, the billing form will behave a particular
way. For example if you’re a specialist and require the referring practitioner on your
billings, you would have indicated that the billing form should go to the referring
practitioner field. Otherwise, we skip the field. These defaults are designed to reduce
the keystrokes needed to create a billing.
You can also see your defined hot keys. Most General Practitioners and even Specialists
will bill the same codes for a good number of their claims. The hot keys simply allow you
to bill that much more rapidly.
The program even defaults the diagnosis (ICD code) to the last ICD code used for the
patient being billed on the premise that patients will return for the same medical
reasons. Even if you have to use a new ICD code, we help you find the correct code by
offering a powerful search engine that will find all codes with a particular word in the
description (ie; BURSITIS might pop up several ICD codes relating to BURSITIS).

Some billing codes require additional information by way of remarks or comments.
These can be added after you have added your billing codes by simply clicking on the
REMARKS button. Likewise, if dealing an out of province patient, you can enter the
required information by accessing the OTHER button.
Here is a brief summary of the various buttons:
HISTORY: Simply accesses all previous health care billing history for a patient starting
with most recent to oldest. This is a good way to review previous billing codes and/or
diagnosis (ICD code).

OTHER: Accesses other fields that may be required for some billings. Used primarily for
out of province patients, 3rd party claims, CONFIDENTIAL claims and anaesthesia billings;

AUTO HOSPITAL: Allows an efficient and simple way to bill hospital and active
rehabilitation care patients;

REMARKS: For claims that require remarks, simply click on the remarks button to access
the remarks form. Users can even define their own table of remarks that can be used
over and over again;

BMI Button and the 0-3-5-8 After Hours Premium Buttons: You can access function that
can assist in after hour’s claims calculations and BMI calculations;

Two Screen Billing:
With two screen billing, you have two screens designed for complex claims usually
associated with anaesthetist billings. The same features and buttons available with one
screen billing are available on two screen billings. Two screen billing form also includes
the 5556 and 5557 billing code overtime calculators associated with anaesthetist
billings;

Note that the features and functions that were hidden in the one screen form are
prominently visible with two screen billings. The functions for REMARKS, 0-3-5-8 AFTER
HOURS PREMIUMS, AUTO-HOSPITAL, BMI button and BILLING HISTORY will open the same
forms. However the two screen form also includes the 5556/5557 MULTIPLIER function

button and the CLAIM QUERY (Q) button (NB: Covered in the billing reconciliation
function):

